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Abstract
Reliable, adequate supply of essential items, including quality-assured medicines, is hard to maintain in refugee camps in low- and middle-income countries. Disruption of medicine supply chains delays treatment for displaced persons and drives procurement of poor-quality products, often from unauthorized or unlicensed sellers. This article explains how current strategies and policies disrupt reliable flow of safe medicines to refugee camps and calls on stakeholders to rigorously map medicine supply chains to refugee camps, which would help identify strategies to improve displaced persons’ access to quality-assured medicines.

Refugee Health
Refugee health is a global public health priority. The United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) recently reported that, at the end of 2022, there were over 35 million refugees worldwide and over 100 million people forcibly displaced globally. Forcibly displaced communities frequently use health systems with inadequate capacity to diagnose and manage both communicable and noncommunicable illnesses. Additionally, supply of essential items, including quality-assured medicines, has been difficult to maintain in refugee camps, often due to cuts in aid and ongoing conflict and political unrest. Medicine supply chain disruption can result in interrupted treatments of chronic illnesses, irrational medicine usage (especially for communicable diseases), and patients utilizing private, unauthorized, or unlicensed vendors who might sell poor-quality medicines or medicines at increased prices. These poor-quality medicines might be substandard—that is, authorized products that fail to meet quality specifications—or falsified by deliberately misrepresenting their identity. Poor-quality medicines can lead to immediate treatment failure or have longer-term consequences, such as antimicrobial resistance development in the case of poor-quality antibiotic usage. Research has shown that poor-quality antimicrobial medicines continue to proliferate in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), including in and around refugee camps. Procurement and supply of medicines for displaced populations, however, is complex, given constantly evolving environments.
Here, we discuss the risks of poor-quality medicines being procured for refugee camps in LMICs as a result of both regulated and informal procurement strategies and streams. It should be noted that our discussion of refugees might be less applicable to internally displaced persons and urban informal settlements. Awareness of and striving to improve refugee health is an important moral imperative for clinicians and health care students, given the increase of conflict and climate change, both of which cause displacement. Because the effects of forced displacement are also global, increased global awareness of complex issues helps prepare health care workers and students to be more empathetic, thoughtful, and better prepared for challenges in caring for diverse communities.

**How Regulated Medicine Procurement Might Compromise Medicine Quality**

Regulated (official) procurement and distribution of medicines for refugees is generally done via international and local humanitarian organizations and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). For example, UNHCR uses a competitive bidding process to procure medicines from international vendors, in which requests for bids—typically for a proactive 12-month supply—are posted and different suppliers bid. Medicines are purchased using the “best-value quality” criteria. Within this system, quality assurance is meant to be built in with certification of the manufacturer’s good manufacturing practices and audits of the supplier’s distribution and storage practices. However, many steps must occur before medicines reach refugees, especially with international procurement. These steps include medicine list and budget approval, quality assurance, preclearance for import, medicine availability, customs, taxes, and having distribution in place, to name a few. As a result, there might be a delay of many months before medicines are received. For example, a medicines shipment was held for 4 months in Jordan because of high customs duty, with the result that the drugs expired.

Deterioration of medicine quality can arise from prolonged delays in import or customs clearance, potentially causing extended periods of poor storage conditions (eg, exposure to heat, sunlight, humidity) and consequent expiration of drugs. Additionally, medicine requests are typically based on historical consumption data, which can promote existing patterns of irrational medicine use among refugees. Examples include using medicines not prescribed in accordance with clinical guidelines, self-medication (often of prescription-only medicines), and inappropriate use of antimicrobials to treat nonbacterial infections. Once UNHCR procures medicines, they are typically distributed by partners. Importantly, warehouses and storage facilities must have appropriate storage conditions to prevent medicine degradation.

Deviation from procurement policies is sometimes necessary. While it is UNHCR’s policy to bid and purchase medical products through international suppliers to ensure quality, some countries are requiring that medicines be procured locally. This policy might decrease lead times, but local regulatory authorities might not be as strict about quality assurance. Many international organizations discourage medicine donations due to concerns about expiration or mishandling. During emergencies, however, there are limited options, and, as such, specific guidelines for donations should be followed. Access to medicines from aid organizations at official organization facilities might also be dependent on legal refugee status.

However, from our correspondence with humanitarian organizations and those who have worked in the field, it emerges that there are often numerous organizations involved in procurement and distribution within a specific camp or geographical area, as well as unauthorized or unlicensed vendors that form informal routes of supply. Thus,
the true nature of the medicine supply chain in refugee camps is not transparent. Furthermore, the role of local governments and national health regulatory authorities, especially in quality assurance, is unclear.

Informal Procurement
While regulated procurement strategies attempt to ensure quality of procured medicines, informal\textsuperscript{22} and multiple flows of medicines into refugee camps introduce additional risks of poor quality and irrational consumption (e.g., self-medication and misuse of prescription-only medicines). There might be multiple organizations supplying medicines to refugees that do not adhere to strict requirements for international procurement, as do larger NGOs. Moreover, smaller organizations that might have their own warehouses—or use those of larger organizations—to store medicines might fail to follow good storage practices or lack the resources to do so. In addition, some organizations procure specialized medicines or have agreements with local distributors that might procure medicines both internationally and locally, which makes it harder to trace and verify quality assurance. However, local distributors can allow for shorter lead times when more medicines are needed. Officially procured medicines intended for refugees might also be leaked onto the unofficial market.

Medicines can be procured informally in a number of ways. Medicines directly provided by family and friends visiting the camps can enter the supply chain.\textsuperscript{6} Within refugee camps, especially long-established camps, there are often unregulated informal pharmacies and outlets. These outlets might carry smuggled medicines or medicines supplied unofficially from local distributors.\textsuperscript{8} In instances of conflict, there have even been reports of health care and aid workers teaming up with smugglers to provide needed medical supplies during shortages,\textsuperscript{23} which raises the question of whether no medicines or bad medicines is more harmful. Alarmingly, there are increasing reports of smuggling of controlled substances into refugee camps, putting an already vulnerable population at further risk.\textsuperscript{24} Taken together, the medicine supply chain is much more complex than what is defined by documented or regulated procurement practices.

Recommendations
We have a global responsibility to protect refugee health, which includes ensuring supply of and access to quality-assured medicines.\textsuperscript{1} To root out medicine quality issues and implement quality assurance along the supply chain and add resilience, we recommend taking the following steps.

\textit{Call for rigorous supply chain mapping in refugee camps.} Given the complex flow of medicines into refugee camps and the lack of accessible information, we call for formal reports that rigorously (quantitatively and qualitatively) map the medicine supply chain in refugee camps to determine and document all inflow channels of medicines, including regulated and informal procurement and distribution and how responsibility is allocated. Such a project might be difficult for academic institutions to undertake alone and will require buy-in and support from governments and international organizations. Due to supply chains’ complexity, initial mapping studies would likely focus on specific camps and geographies.

The findings of such a report are critical for identifying problems related to medicine quality and supply and would help strengthen policies for procurement and quality assurance of medicines intended for use in displaced populations. For example, although smuggled or unofficially supplied medicines might raise quality concerns, the
The extent of their market share must first be determined. This information can inform strategies to ensure an adequate supply of quality-assured medicines before considering removal of smuggled or unofficially supplied medicines from the supply chain. Data from mapping reports could also be used to implement specific interventions for quality assurance along multiple points and among multiple players within the supply chain, promote increased transparency, and reduce supply chain leaks. The World Health Organization recently commissioned a series of reports on health and migration, highlighting refugee health as an emerging priority area. Strengthen local and regional manufacturing to diversify the supply chain. Procurement by NGOs is largely international due to concerns about limited local manufacturing and quality. Strengthening regional and local manufacturing programs could add resiliency to the supply chain and reduce delays due to transportation and customs clearance, especially during unexpected public health emergencies. Such efforts would require international and local cooperation and continued capital investment, including health systems and regulatory authority strengthening, technical capacity building, and strengthened coupling of regional manufacturing and distribution chains. However, strengthening regional and local manufacturing programs can promote global supply chain resilience, along with human and economic capital development. Challenges of building local manufacturing capacity include not only meeting demand, but also ensuring manufacturers’ adherence to international good manufacturing and quality control practices that differ from those of national authorities. Incentives or rewards in the form of a commitment to purchase for ensuring quality and fines for not adhering to quality assurance guidelines might be strategies to build capacity. As it might be difficult for local manufacturers to initially be cost-effective, split tender awards might be a solution. Additionally, factors such as taxation and lead times might be integrated into the best-value quality strategy. Quantifying economic development and benefits such as human capital development that support a higher price premium for quality-assured locally produced medicines might also be necessary.

**Conclusion**

Overall, the true nature of the medicine supply chain in refugee camps in LMICs is not well documented, leading to gaps in knowledge about medicine quality, consumption patterns, and refugee health outcomes. While we have focused primarily on the medicine supply chain, effective and rational procurement must be integrated with robust health service delivery that refugees trust. We also note that striking a balance between humanitarian aid to refugees and adequate supply to citizens when medicine shortages might exist for both populations will require further analysis, especially when local governments are involved. Delivering health care and medicines more broadly in active conflict zones is another important challenge that requires additional attention and consideration due to the practical realities on the ground. As a global community, we cannot accept refugees’ use of inappropriate medicines or medicines of questionable quality and must ensure their access to quality-assured medicines. To do so will require rigorous mapping studies, supply chain strengthening, and coordination between governments and multiple agencies.
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